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ABSTRACT
At the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ), several research projects are carried out on the concentration and
transport of Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) in the Southern North Sea and Wadden Sea. So far the focus has been on field data
collection and analysis, but in recent years a numerical modeling capacity has been set up, using the GETM/GOTM model. The
underlying purpose is twofold. Firstly, a numerical model can provide insight into the hydrodynamics and SPM transport,
complementing field observations, helping to interpret and identify the key physical mechanisms. Secondly, it provides a much-needed
tool in ecological studies, forming the basic physical core on which the transport of for instance nutrients and larvae depends; thus,
these kinds of numerical models provide a valuable bridge in interdisciplinary studies. First steps in the use of the model are reported
here, offering a synopsis of its potential.

INTRODUCTION
The historical focus of research carried out at the NIOZ has been
towards monitoring physical, biological and geological processes
in the North and Wadden Sea. Modeling of physical processes has
mainly been used as an additional tool to facilitate the analysis and
interpretation of data collected in the field.
Field data are inherently limited in duration and spatial scale.
Generally, only specific locations can be studied. Recent
developments in remote sensing [as for instance in: Pietrzak et al.,
2011] and in-situ data collection [as presented in Nauw et al.,
2012] are greatly expanding the capabilities in data collection.
However, the basic limitations still apply to a significant extent.
Numerical modeling, on the other hand, can give predictions on
wide spatial and temporal scales. However, this type of research
can only provide coarse information, lacking the level of detail
provided by field data. Moreover, the accuracy of model
predictions is greatly dependent on the correctness of the initial
model input. By combining field data with numerical modeling,
the level of detail obtained by field data could be used to provide
more accurate and detailed numerical simulations. The present
paper provides an overview of the recent work carried out at the
NIOZ in which a numerical modeling techniques are used to study
a variety of different physical processes.
The complex circulation pattern in the North Sea mainly arises
from the interaction between tides and atmospheric conditions
[Otto et al., 1990]. The residual current pattern and annual
variability in forcing conditions are significant factors determining
the sediment transport, distribution of nutrients and pollutants and
thus biological development [Otto et al., 1990; Dyer and Moffat,
1998]. Furthermore, fresh water inflow from rivers around the
North Sea causes stratification and affect the water motion on
small and intermediate scale [De Boer et al., 2006].

The adjacent Wadden Sea forms a complex estuarine system
behind various barrier islands. Several semi-separated tidal basins
are drained through tidal channels that are located in between
these islands. The dominant tidal behavior is on the semi-diurnal
M2 tidal frequency, leading to flooding and drying of large parts
of the tidal basins [Zimmerman, 1976a]. The tidal currents, along
with freshwater inflow from the mainland give rise to complex
mixing processes and residual current patterns [Zimmerman,
1976b], which have been observed in the field as well as described
using computer models over the last decades [Postma, 1981;
Ridderinkhof and Zimmerman, 1992; Stanev et al., 2007;
Burchard et al., 2010].
Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) is a bulk term
encompassing fine-grained substances of organic and inorganic
nature, such as silt. It is transported along with the flow while in
suspension, but may sink to the bed during calm conditions. High
concentrations of SPM can impede sunlight to penetrate the water
column, and therefore limit primary production. Moreover,
especially in estuarine environments and tidal basins, SPM forms
a considerable fraction of the total sediment supply and is
therefore of great importance for erosion and accretion of
morphological features and their change of form. The transport
and concentration of SPM is determined by the prevalent
hydrodynamics. Therefore, to understand SPM characteristics,
physical aspects such as tides, waves, net currents, and density
gradients are of great importance.
Sediment is transported into the North Sea from the English
Channel, but also as a result of cliff erosion along the British East
coast and river outflow [Eisma and Kalf, 1987]. Furthermore, resuspension of deposited sediments occurs locally as a result of
strong currents, due to storm events or during spring tides, for
instance at the Flemish Banks [de Kok, 2004]. Plumes of sediment
can be observed along the coastlines bordering the North Sea
captured by estuarine type of circulation due to river outflow, as
well as crossing the North Sea [Pietrzak et al., 2011].
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Fig
gure 1. Model set-up for the Marsdiep
M
inlet system:
s
a) Top--view of the batthymetry along with the locatioons of field-datta stations. Sea
Levvel Height (SLH
H) data from these
t
stations is
i compared w
with model pred
dictions (the white arrows inddicate the mod
delled residual
currrent circulationn pattern). b) Comparison
C
betw
ween predictedd (in red) and observed (in black) sea level heeight over time at Den Helder
(DH
H). c) The meaan difference annd RMS error between
b
the obbserved and preedicted sea leveel height for thhe different stattions along the
bassin-edge.
The
T transport off nutrients alonng with favorablle water conditiions
(such as temperatuure) can give rise
r to blooms of
o plankton [Baaars
a 2002]. Also, transport of fiish-larvae from spawning grouunds
et al.,
tow
wards nursery aareas is largely driven by flow
w patterns [Van der
Veeer and Witte, 1999]. Hencee, knowledge of the underlyying
currrent patterns annd their variabillity is of great importance.

N
NUMERICA
AL MODEL
L
Th
he General Esttuarine Transpport Model (GETM) is a thhreedim
mensional hydrodynamic moddel, which is coupled
c
to GO
OTM
(Geeneral Ocean T
Turbulence Moodel) that inclludes a varietyy of
verrtical turbulencce schemes. This
T
public do
omain model was
dev
veloped by Burrchard and Bollding [2002] with
w an initial foocus
on estuarine systeems, where dryying and floodiing of parts off the
dom
main are of greeat importance. However, lateer also coastal seas
(such as the Northh Sea and the Baltic Sea) weere investigatedd by
diffferent researchh groups usingg this model. Continually, nnew
modules are beingg added by the user communiity. The model can
plement the infl
flow of fresh waater and describ
be the developm
ment
imp
of stratification inn the domain, both as a resu
ult of salinity and
mperature gradiients. The verttical tides and meteo-forcing are
tem
prescribed at the open boundarries. Recently, a module for the
tran
nsport of finee sediments (SPM) has beeen added to the
GE
ETM/GOTM system which is still
s under devellopment. Initiallly
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Figure 2. An idea
alized model set-up of a barrier-island
coastlin
ne: A tidal wa
ave propagatess along the open end of the
domain
n, creating a tidal current in and out of thee basin behind
the isla
and. b) The stro
ong current resuults in sedimentt being eroded
from th
he inlet and tran
nsported into thhe basin, wheree it deposits.
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Fig
gure 3. Depicteed is the net prrimary production o of phytopllankton biomass in 1989, calcu
ulated with GE
ETM/GOTM and
d a coupling to
ERS
SEM/BFM, seee www.nioz.nl/nnorthsea_modell for more resullts.
the model will bbe used to deescribe the hy
ydrodynamics, but
bsequently it w
will be applieed to study SP
PM transport and
sub
con
ncentration.

HYDRODY
YNAMICS
Usiing long-term fferry based obsservations, the net SPM transp
sport
in the
t Marsdiep innlet is estimatedd to be 5 to 10 Mton/year intoo the
Waadden Sea [Nauuw et al., 2012].. A question thaat arises from thhese
find
dings is what hhappens with this
t
sediment within
w
the Waddden
Seaa. After all, the Marsdiep inlett forms one of the
t two main innlets
of the
t Western W
Wadden Sea, thee other one bein
ng the Vlie, andd so
onee may expect that part of the
t
imported sediment
s
is paartly
exp
ported again thhrough the othher inlet. As field data is oonly
avaailable from a llimited numberr of stations, nu
umerical modeeling
resu
ults should give a more comprehensive
c
insight into the
sed
diment transport
rt within the Wadden Sea. Forr the descriptionn of
SPM
M characteristtics from a numerical mo
odel, an accuurate
desscription of the hydrodynamiccs is a prerequisite. An initial setup can be seen in F
Fig. 1; here, forr simplicity, thee Marsdiep basiin is
t
neighborin
ng Vlie basin by
taken in isolatioon, ignoring the
posing a 'wall' aalong the waterrshed between the basins. Desspite
imp
these simplificatiions, a compparison betweeen modeled ttidal
vation and data from coaastal stations already show
ws a
elev
reasonable corresppondence. In the near-future, a similar set-up will
be developed forr the entire Western
W
Dutch
h Wadden Seaa to
vestigate the inteeraction betweeen the Marsdiep
p and Vlie inletss.
inv
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SUSPENDE
S
D SEDIME
ENT TRANS
SPORT
The traansport of fine sediments is important both
h in relation too
biology
y, and because of bed pattern fformation. Currrently, a simplee
experim
mental version of an SPM-m
module is availaable within thee
model; however this has not yet bbeen applied to
t actual field-location
ns. The sensitiv
vities of this seediment modulle are currentlyy
investig
gated using ideealized set-ups;; as shown in Fig.
F 2, where a
tidal wave
w
propagatiing along a ccoastline passes an idealizedd
estuary
y. The resulting tidal wave intoo the estuary caauses erosion off
the fin
ne sediments at the entrancce. This suspeended materiall
subsequ
uently deposits further into the estuary. Once a moree
compreehensive description of the susspended sedimeent dynamics iss
develop
ped (involving for instance diffferent sets of grain
g
sizes withh
their co
orresponding seettling velocitiees), this modulee can be appliedd
to a ran
nge of differentt coastal seas an
and estuaries to investigate thee
SPM dynamics.
d
Futurre plans will seee the GETM/G
GOTM model too
be app
plied not only to
t investigate tthe SPM transp
port within thee
Waddeen Sea, but also
o the dynamics and driving forrces behind thee
East An
nglia Plume and plumes alongg the Dutch coast.

COUP
PLING TO ECOLOGY
Y
The GETM
G
model is
i currently alrready linked to
t a biologicall
model developed at NIOZ,
N
in collabboration with CE
EFAS (UK), too
b
proceesses in the Noorth Sea. The latest version iss
study biological
called BFM, Biogeochemical Flux M
Model, used to investigate thee
ma at the Oysterr
causes and variability in sub-surfacee oxygen minim
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Grounds, and C and N cycling. An example for the North Sea as a
whole is shown in Figure 3: the net primary production
(production of new phytoplankton biomass). Fig. 3 shows that the
primary production is higher near the coast than in off-shore areas.
The high production in the Southern North Sea along the coast is
caused by Phaeocystis. These algae can reach very high
concentrations through colonies formation which are too large for
grazing by mesozooplankton. The relatively high production south
of Norway is caused by local conditions in the Skagerrak and the
Norwegian Trench and the fact that we dynamically modeled the
chlorophyll content, resulting in primary production down to 50
meter. The low production in the Northern off-shore part of the
North Sea is caused by relatively low nutrient concentration, a
smaller growing season and the stable vertical stratifications.
A second ecological study at NIOZ focuses on the transport of
plaice eggs and larvae. Spawning grounds are located in the
central (and northern) parts of the North Sea. Residual currents
transport the eggs and larvae towards nursery grounds located in
the Wadden Sea. Field studies in the Marsdiep inlet have shown
strong variability of the plaice concentration over the years. This
behavior is partially the result of prevalent forcing conditions, but
is also affected by active behavior exhibited by the plaice larvae,
such as changing their vertical position in the water column. The
transport patterns and inter-annual variability in plaice in the
nursery areas forms the basis for this second project. The use of a
3D hydrodynamic model coupled with a particle tracking module
(developed at CEFAS [Van der Molen et al., 2007]) that can
implement active behavior of plaice, can give new insights into
the transport routes taken by plaice eggs and larvae. Secondly, the
inter-annual variability in forcing conditions will be studied, to
identify potential sources of the changes in plaice concentrations
in the Marsdiep nursery ground. Additional processes will be
studied in a sensitivity analysis, such as water temperature (which
might affect plaice development and mortality) and various active
behavioral concepts.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of a hydrodynamic model, coupled with various
additional components and modules, such as a particle tracking
and the SPM module, can give great insights into different
processes occurring in the North and Wadden Sea. The large
quantity and quality of field-data collected at NIOZ and
elsewhere, both of physical processes as well as biological
characteristics, can be used to drive model parameters, as well as
to judge accuracy of model predictions. Secondly, model
predictions can cover large areas and durations that are not
covered by the extensive field data-bank. These model data can be
used as a basis to study biological, geochemical and ecological
processes; the study of SPM in the Wadden Sea, and coupling
with primary production being examples of this.
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